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Expert advice for creating an easy to clean, always sparkling bathroom

N

ew bathroom surfaces — in
particular glass shower screens —
can become stained in a matter of
weeks. A glass shower door with
a white, cloudy residue that never seems to
completely come off could become permanently
stained. This is because the mineral deposits in
the water multiply causing a chemical change
that damages the material.
Homeowners desperate to restore the glass
back to its pristine condition may turn to harsh
chemicals, abrasive cleaning cloths and lots of
elbow grease not realising they could be making
the glass look worse.
Your new bathroom’s worst nightmare is
hard water. When the high mineral content in
the water becomes evident as deposits, scale
or surface build-up, it results in rundown
bathroom surfaces with poor clarity that are
costly to maintain, often unable to be cleaned,
and may require replacement. So, if you are
designing your new dream bathroom or just
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about to take your first shower in one, here are
EnduroShield’s expert tips for preserving that
“like new” look.
There are only two truly effective ways to
help avoid permanent damage from hard water:
1. Reduce contact with hard water. This
might mean installing a water filtration system
or at the very least, cleaning and drying the
surface after each contact which will help
to ensure that minerals aren’t left to build up
on the surface. While filtration can be costly
and daily cleaning is time consuming, these
methods will greatly reduce the damage,
preserving the surface in its original condition
for longer.
2. Protect the surface by making it water
and oil repellent. Surfaces treated with
a coating such as EnduroShield will help
provide protection against water and oil based
stains. This will make the mineral deposits
left on the surface easier to clean and will
help resist staining. While cleaning is still

required, cleaning time and effort will be
greatly reduced, the surface won’t deteriorate
like unprotected surfaces and the clarity of the
surface will remain as it ages.
EnduroShield has a substrate-specific coating
for most bathroom surfaces that will provide
durable protection that makes cleaning easier,
with a non-stick barrier resistant to corrosion,
etching, and staining, eliminating the need to
use harsh and often toxic cleaners.
EnduroShield coatings are suitable for glass,
tile and grout; also stainless steel and chrome.
The adage prevention is better than cure could
not be truer when it comes to keeping bathroom
surfaces looking as good as new.
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Wondering how to keep the
sparkle in your bathroom?
Join the many homes that use
EnduroShield and take the
pain out of cleaning all your
bathroom surfaces. Simple
DIY or professional ser vice.
Contact us today 1300 720 050

What our customers say:

The biggest bene�it to applying
EnduroShield? We only need to clean
our bathroom with vinegar and water no bleach or scrubbing.

Ok this is a game changer
EnduroShield.
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Best product I have EVER bought. My
shower is now always clean. I honestly
swear by this! It’s a life changer.
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